Manage your faxes anywhere using any device
Fax Solutions and Services: Maximize Efficiency and Increase Productivity

Use It Messaging: SaaS - Hybrid - On Premise

Use IT Messaging is the next generation of enterprise fax solutions and services available from IMECOM. Featuring a powerful .NET web services architecture, Use it Messaging is available in premise, hybrid, and SaaS (cloud) forms.

With Use it Messaging, you can manage your electronic faxes anywhere at any time - send, receive, and manage faxes via your email client, web browser, and any mobile devices.

Use it Messaging makes it possible to virtualize your entire fax architecture. Free yourself from the confines and expenses of physical servers, hardware devices, and fax machines.

Go virtual with Use it Messaging!

www.imecominc.com / www.alhambra-eidos.com
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Fax Solutions and Services: Maximize Efficiency and Increase Productivity

Use it Messaging v9 Fax Server is the next generation of enterprise fax software from IMECOM. Use it Messaging v9 includes a new .NET web services architecture for unparalleled flexibility and scalability, backed by decades of knowledge and experience.

Cloud Fax Services
Use it Fax Service is your Fax Cloud. Sign-up today and start sending, receiving, and managing faxes via your existing premise or hosted email service. Use it Fax Service allows you to move all your electronic faxing to the Cloud. You no longer need to deploy or maintain fax server architecture within your network if you don’t want to. And best of all, there’s no loss of features.

- Hosted Fax-to-Email and Email-to-Fax: Microsoft Exchange, Novell GroupWise, IBM Notes, Office 365, Google Mail, and any other SMTP-based email system – no client software or additional user training is required
- Port your existing Fax Number(s)
- Secure web portal for sending, receiving, and managing faxes
- XML module for application-based faxing
- Fax directly from your multi-function devices (MFP/MFD)
- Whether you’re a fortune 1000 company or an SMB, Use it Fax Service can work for you

Hybrid Fax Solutions
Use it Messaging Hybrid Fax Solutions combines powerful, feature-rich premise fax server software with cloud fax services to form a hybrid fax server, or as we like to call it, a partly cloudy fax solution:

- No Inbound Busy Signals
- Deploy Your Hybrid Fax Server Quickly
- Hybrid Fax Servers Are Easy to Scale
- Load Balanced, Fault Tolerant Fax Architecture
- Keep your existing fax number(s)

On Premise Fax Server and Fax over IP Solutions
Use it Messaging Fax Server software replaces paper-based faxing with simple, secure electronic faxing:

- Maximize Efficiency and Increase Productivity
- Port network faxing to a virtual server platform
- Fax over IP (T.38/G.711 and SIP/H.323)
- Fax to Email / Email to Fax for any email system or service
- Leverage your existing applications and peripherals
- SMS Messaging